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Abstract

Manual materials handling on a moving platform, like a ship, might be a risk factor for the development of low back

pain due to the influence of accelerations on low back loading. In the current simulation study, 3-D accelerations,

measured on a frigate were applied to the kinematics of symmetrical and asymmetrical lifting movements and to a

pulling task that had been performed under stable conditions. The aim was to find out to what extent low back loading

is increased when the task execution is not adapted to the ship accelerations.

Unfavorable timing, analyzed using the 99th percentile of predicted low back moments, resulted in only a moderate

(up to 15%) increase of extending and total low back moments, and in a substantial increase of the twisting moment (up

to 67%) during asymmetrical lifting. Moments in the pulling task were low and were relatively unaffected by ship

accelerations, but adaptation of the movement pattern to prevent falling would be needed more often than during

lifting. It furthermore appeared that a substantial reduction of low back loading by favorable timing is not a realistic

option. Designing tasks in such a way that they are located midship would reduce the 99th percentile of predicted low

back moments. During lifting, orienting the task in such a way that the feet are pointing sideward relative to the ship

reduces the predicted peak twisting moment at the low back compared to pointing the feet forward or backward.

Relevance to industry

Accelerations on a ship may influence safety and loading of workers during manual materials handling. This study

investigates potential effects of moderate accelerations on low back loading during lifting and pulling tasks. It is shown

that working midship reduces the risk of low back overloading, compared to working at the front deck.

r 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Ship motion is known to affect human perfor-
mance in several ways. General factors like motion

sickness or fatigue due to increased energy
requirements can reduce human capacity
(Wertheim, 1998). Furthermore, biomechanical
factors can increase the difficulty of certain tasks,
increase joint loading, or challenge whole body
balance control. For a population of fishermen the
year-prevalence of musculoskeletal problems was
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reported to be 74% (T .orner et al., 1988). The
majority of the complaints (70%) were related to
the low back. In addition, 49% stated that these
symptoms had necessitated medical consultation
and 55% had been on sick leave for this reason.
Lifting activities and ship motions were reported
as the main causes of severe workload (T .orner
et al., 1988).
It seems reasonable to assume that ship motion

is one of the factors that contribute to the
occurrence of low back pain in workers doing
physical work on board of a ship. On the other
hand, it might be argued that experienced seamen
could take advantage of ship accelerations in order
to reduce low back loading. For instance, the peak
extension moment in the low back, required to lift
a load from the deck, would reduce if the upward
lifting movement is initiated during a downward
ship acceleration. Likewise, horizontal ship accel-
erations might reduce low back loading in a
pulling task during upright stance. However, the
acceleration of a ship is not uni-directional.
Accelerations in upward–downward, forward–
backward and sideward direction occur simulta-
neously and may not be strongly correlated. Thus
a possible reduction in low back load due to
downward acceleration could be offset by accel-
erations in the perpendicular plane, possibly also
leading to elevated lateral flexion- and twisting
moments at the low back.
Thus, it remains uncertain whether it is possible

to reduce low back loading on ships by adequate
timing of force exertions like lifting and pulling. In
the current study, 3-D accelerations measured on
two locations at a frigate of the Royal Netherlands
Navy were used. To evaluate the effect on low
back loading these accelerations were added to
symmetric and asymmetric lifting movements and
to a rope-pulling task that were executed under
laboratory conditions. Hence, the effect of ship
accelerations on 3-D low back loading during
lifting and pulling was simulated. Furthermore, it
was examined whether those tasks could be
performed in the same way as they are performed
under normal conditions, i.e., without the need to
adapt the movement pattern to prevent falling.
The aim was to find out to what extent

unfavorable timing can lead to elevation of the

3-D low back loading when the task execution is
not adapted. In addition, it is investigated whether
it is theoretically possible to time the tasks on a
ship in such a way that low back loading is
reduced. Furthermore, the location on the ship
and the orientation of the worker with respect to
the ship during lifting and pulling (with the feet
pointing forward, sideward or backward) might
influence the effect of ship accelerations on low
back loading. For that reason, the effect of subject
orientation and the effect of the location of the
subject on the ship are also investigated in this
simulation study.

2. Methods

The current study assumes that the kinematics
of subjects performing lifting and pulling move-
ments under normal conditions can be considered
representative for the kinematics relative to the
deck of the ship during lifting and pulling activities
on board of a ship. It is realized, however, that the
assumptions in the current simulation imply a
simplification of the actual situation and can only
be valid for light to moderate accelerations, where
posture adaptations to preserve balance, are not
strictly needed. Ship accelerations were measured
on board of a 120m frigate under two sea-state
conditions, sailing at two angles relative to the
waves. The effect of these accelerations on low
back loading was estimated by applying these ship
accelerations to the kinematics of six subjects
performing two lifting tasks and a pulling task that
had been performed on a stationary support
surface. Because of the large size of the ship,
angular accelerations were considered negligible.
However, angular changes of the ship did cause
substantial effects in terms of a projection of the
gravity vector on the local horizontal axes of
the ship. Those effects were taken into account in
the horizontal components of the measured accel-
erations of the ship.

2.1. Subjects and procedure

After signing an informed consent, six healthy
young males (average7SD: age 24.373.3 yr,
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weight 77.1715.2 kg, height 183.579.5 cm) parti-
cipated in the laboratory experiment. The subjects
performed three tasks: one asymmetrical and one
symmetrical lifting movement and a rope-pulling
task. A 428� 348� 238mm (width� depth� height)
box was used for the lifting movements. The box
weighed 15kg and the handles were at 210mm
height. For the symmetrical lifting movement, the
box was placed 5cm in front of the toes. For the
asymmetrical lifting movement, the starting position
of the box was rotated 30� to the right of the subject
and placed at a distance of 5 cm from the edge of the
right foot. The lifting movements started and ended in
symmetrical upright standing posture. The lifting
technique was a leg technique: subjects were asked
to bend their knees while lifting the box. For the
rope-pulling task, a 30kg weight was used. The
subjects were asked to pull this weight slowly upward
through a rope-and-pulley construction. The pulley
was placed at the height of the shoulder joints, so that
the subjects exerted an almost horizontal force during
the rope-pulling task. The subjects were free to place
their feet but were not allowed to walk during the
pulling task.

2.2. Measurement of kinematics and external forces

During all tasks, the subjects were standing on a
custom-made 1� 1m strain gauge force platform.
Prior to the experiment, cuffs constructed of 5mm
thick thermoplastic material (Orfit, Orfit industries
nv, Wijnegem, Belgium) had been attached to the
lower legs, upper legs, pelvis, trunk, upper arms
and lower arms. To each cuff, a 10� 10 cm metal
plate was attached with a double hinge joint. Four
LED markers were attached to each metal plate.
The hinges allowed positioning the metal plate in
such a way that optimal visibility of the markers
was guaranteed. A comparable metal plate with
hinges was attached to the box for the lifting
movements.
Four additional markers (without a cuff) were

attached to the head, so that a total of 48 LED
markers was used. Movements of the LED’s were
recorded using a highly accurate (SDo0.1mm)
automated 3-D movement registration system
(Optotrak), with four arrays of three cameras.

Prior to the lifting and pulling tasks, the
position of relevant bony landmarks was related
to the markers on the cuffs by recording marker
positions while an experimenter pointed at the
landmarks (Cappozzo, 1990) with a small rigid
device containing six LEDs.
During the lifting and pulling tasks, marker

positions were recorded at 50Hz and the force
plate data were sampled at 200Hz. Marker
positions were low pass filtered at a cut-off
frequency of 10Hz. A least-squares algorithm
(Veldpaus et al., 1988) was used to calculate the
transformation of the body segments to their
location at each instant during the lifting and
pulling tasks. This transformation, together with
the recordings of landmark positions were used to
reconstruct, for each body segment, its anatomical
axes and the center of mass and joint center
locations during the lifting and pulling tasks.
Segment masses and moments of inertia were

derived with the aid of anthropometric measure-
ments and regression equations described by
McConville et al. (1980). A full-body 3-D linked
segment model was used to calculate the body
center of mass position during the tasks and to
calculate the net moments at the L5/S1 joint in all
three planes of motion (Kingma et al., 1996).

2.3. Measurement of ship accelerations

Ship floor accelerations were recorded in 3-D at
two locations on board of a 120m frigate. With
x=the longitudinal axis (forward is positive),
y=the sideward axis (left is positive) and z=the
downward–upward axis (upward is positive) the
origin defined at the center of mass of the ship,
those two locations were at the front deck of the
ship (x ¼ 44:0m, y ¼ 4:5m and z ¼ 7:0m) and
close to the center of the ship (x ¼ �5:0m,
y ¼ 6:0m and z ¼ 3:0m). Accelerations were
measured at a sample rate of 10Hz during
30min at four combinations of sea-state and
sailing direction. For the sailing direction, the
direction of propagation of the waves was
expressed in the ship axes system, as the angle
with the positive x-axis. Sailing directions were 90�

(i.e., waves coming from the left, thus propagating
to the right) and 150� (waves coming in at an angle
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of 30� to the left of the forward axis, thus
propagating backward to the right). A cubic spline
function was used to interpolate the ship accelera-
tion recordings to 50Hz.

2.4. Simulated addition of ship accelerations to

lifting and pulling tasks

For each task a time window of the same size as
the duration of the task was taken from the (3-D)
acceleration signal. This time window of ship
accelerations was then applied to the task that had
been recorded in the laboratory in a way that will
be described below. Then the time window was
shifted 0.2 s to the right and the procedure was
repeated. In this way, a total of nearly 9000 time
windows with accelerations signals was taken from
each of the 30-min acceleration measurements and
used to simulate each of the three tasks. This was
repeated for the two locations on the ship and the
four sea-state/sailing direction conditions.
Furthermore, each simulation was performed with
the feet of the subject pointing forward, to the
right, backward and to the left with respect to the
ship, by adapting the axes the ship acceleration
signals. Thus, for each of the six subjects, each of
the three tasks was simulated about 9000�
(4 orientations)� (4 sea-state/sailing direction
combinations)� (2 locations)=288 000 times.
When the kinematics of the subject with respect

to the ship are not influenced by the ship
accelerations, as assumed in the current study,
the ground reaction force will increase and
decrease with the ship acceleration times body
mass. A subject, moving with the ship, experiences
the ship accelerations as additional gravity-like
forces. Therefore, the ship acceleration was in-
corporated in the ground reaction force as follows:

F0g ¼ Fg þ mbas; ð1Þ

where Fg is the measured ground reaction force
vector in stationary conditions, F0g is the modified
ground reaction force, as is the ship acceleration
vector, mb is the body and (for the two lifting
tasks) load mass. Since body kinematics relative to
the ship were assumed to be the same as under
stationary conditions, the moment of the ground
reaction force relative to the body center of mass

(MCOM) was considered unchanged. This moment
was calculated according to

MCOM ¼ ðrg � rCOMÞ � Fg þMg; ð2Þ

where rg is the vector to the point of application of
the ground reaction force, rCOM is the vector to the
body center of mass andMg is the ground reaction
moment (which is non-zero around the vertical
axis only). Eqs. (1) and (2) were used to calculate
the new point of application of the ground
reaction force (r0g), using

MCOM ¼ ðr0g � rCOMÞ � F
0
g þMg: ð3Þ

Writing Eq. (3) in components, results in three
equations that can be solved for the two unknowns
(i.e., for the horizontal components of the
modified point of application of the ground
reaction force, r0g;x and r

0
g;y). Furthermore, the ship

acceleration (as) was added to the (laboratory-
recorded) acceleration of each body segment (ai),
to get a valid equation of linear motion:

F0g ¼
Xp

i¼1

migþ
Xp

i¼1

mia
0
i; ð4Þ

where a0i is the modified acceleration vector of
segment i; mi is the mass of segment i; g is the
gravity vector and p is the number of segments of
the whole body.
The modified forces (F0g) and accelerations (a

0
i),

were inserted in an equation of angular motion in
the global axis system according to Hof (1992), to
calculate the net moment at the lumbo-sacral joint:

ML5S1 ¼ �Mg � ðr0g � rL5S1Þ

� F0g �
Xq

i¼1

½ðri � rL5S1Þ � mig


þ
Xq

i¼1

½ðri � rL5S1Þ � mia
0
i
 þ

Xq

i¼1

dðIiTiÞ=dt;

where ML5S1 is the net moment at the L5/S1 joint,
rL5S1 is the vector to the L5/S1 joint, ri is the vector
to the center of mass of each body segment, q is the
number of segments of the lower body up to L5/
S1, Ii is the inertia tensor of segment i and Ti is the
angular velocity vector of segment i: One small
modification to the equation described by Hof
(1992) is the addition of the ground reaction
moment, measured by the force-platform. This
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moment is non-zero around the vertical axis only.
It should be noted again that we ignored angular
velocities and angular accelerations of the ship and
this causes a small error in the first and last term
on the right side of the equation of angular
motion. Finally, the moments at the L5/S1 joint
were projected onto the pelvic axis system to
obtain lateral flexing, extending, and twisting
moments.

2.5. Balance considerations

A conservative estimate of the support plane of
the feet was defined for each task and subject as
follows: a line was drawn from the most posterior
point of the calcaneus to the tip of the second toe
in both feet. A safety margin in forward–backward
direction was taken into account by removing the
most forward and most backward 5% of the line
for each foot. Then the lines of the left and right
foot were connected to form the support plane.
Adaptation of the movement pattern to prevent
falling was considered to be required when the
calculated point of application of ground reaction
force would leave the support plane, for one or
more samples (i.e., for 20ms or more).
For each series of simulations, the total number

of trials with required movement adaptations was
calculated. Summary results of peak net moments
at the lumbo-sacral joint were calculated after
removal of the trials with required movement
adaptations.

2.6. Processing of results

For all tasks that were simulated, the peak total
moments and the absolute peak values of the three
moment components were stored for further
processing. The worst and best cases for each
series of 9000 time windows were analyzed by
averaging, for each subject, sea-state, sailing
direction, subject orientation and location on the
ship, and for each of the three lifting/pulling trials,
the 99th and 1st percentile of moments for each of
the three moment components and for the total
moment. For both sea-states separately, ANOVAs
were applied with the predicted percentage of trials
with required movement adaptations and with the

99th percentile values of the three moment
components and the total moment as dependent
variables. The independent variables were task,
subject, location on the ship, subject orientation
relative to the ship and sailing direction.

3. Results

Depending on the sea-state, sailing direction
and measurement location, the RMS values of
ship accelerations measured midship ranged
0.006–0.127, 0.008–0.584 and 0.015–0.483m/s2

for the X, Y and Z directions, respectively. RMS
accelerations in all directions as well as the
correlation between directions were highly depen-
dent on sea-state, sailing direction and on the
location (central or at the front deck) where the
acceleration had been measured (Table 1).

X accelerations were largest at the midship
location and the accelerations in Y and Z direction
were largest at the front deck. Sailing at an angle
of 90� caused higher accelerations as compared to
sailing at an angle of 150�. The median frequency
of the acceleration signals varied between 0.143
and 0.307Hz and depended mainly on sailing
direction and sea-state and, to a lesser extent, on
location at the ship (Table 1).
Correlations among signals in different accel-

eration directions varied over sea-state, sailing
direction and the location at the ship (Table 2).
Consistently over sea-states and location, X

accelerations were positively correlated to Y and
Z direction when sailing at an angle of 150�

relative to the waves, but negatively correlated to
the Y and Z direction when sailing at an angle of
90� relative to the waves.

3.1. Predicted effect of ship acceleration during

sea-state 2

During sea-state 2, the sea was rather calm and
the RMS accelerations were small, below 0.12m/
s2. Those accelerations were generally too small to
be a potential threat to the whole body balance.
The only exception was when sailing at an angle of
90� with respect to the waves, and the subjects
would perform a pulling task at the front deck
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with the feet pointing forward or backward. For
some of the subjects adaptation of the movement
pattern to prevent falling would be needed
regularly due to the fact that they placed the
feet almost in line after one another so that their
sideward base of support became quite narrow. It
is questionable, however, whether those subjects
would position their feet in this unstable way on a
ship.
Despite the fact that the accelerations during

sea-state 2 are almost 2 orders of magnitude
smaller than gravity, the ‘worst’ case effects in
terms of the 1st and 99th percentile peak moment
were not always negligible, especially when sailing

at an angle of 90� with respect to the waves. In the
worst case, the 99th percentile simulations of the
asymmetrical lifting movement with the subject
standing at the front deck with the feet pointing
backward, showed a 6.870.9Nm (15.972.2%)
increase of the twisting moment. A comparable
increase in twisting moment was found for this
condition when lifting symmetrically (7.27
1.2Nm), but a lower increase of the twisting
moment was found for the pulling task (3.57
0.6Nm).
The 99th percentiles of the extending and total

moment at the L5/S1 joint were, relative to their
actual value, only marginally increased during sea-
state 2. Averaged over subjects, this increase was
below 2.5% in lifting for all sailing directions,
subject orientations and locations on the ship. For
the pulling task, absolute changes were even
smaller, but relative changes were slightly higher
(up to 4.4%) due to the low extending and total
moment during this task. Because of the marginal
effects of sea-state 2 accelerations, further results
are presented for sea-state 4 only.

3.2. Predicted effect of ship acceleration on the

need to adapt the movement pattern to prevent

falling during sea-state 4

During sea-state 4, a need to adapt the move-
ment pattern to prevent falling was predicted more
often during symmetrical lifting than during
asymmetrical lifting, and more often during

Table 2

Correlations between the X (forward–backward), Y (left–right)

and Z (upward) acceleration, measured at two locations on

board of a frigate. These accelerations, measured at a sample

rate of 10Hz during 30min, were applied to two lifting tasks

and one pulling task, in order to calculate the potential effect on

low back loading

R X�Y R X�Z R Y�Z

Front deck sea-state 2, 90� �0.980 �0.431 0.381

Front deck sea-state 2, 150� 0.358 0.647 0.813

Front deck sea-state 4, 90� �0.688 �0.369 0.003

Front deck sea-state 4, 150� 0.438 0.792 0.813

Mid ship sea-state 2, 90� �0.816 �0.384 0.055

Mid ship sea-state 2, 150� 0.529 0.536 0.582

Mid ship sea-state 4, 90� �0.087 �0.292 �0.245
Mid ship sea-state 4, 150� 0.851 0.637 0.671

Table 1

RMS value and median frequency of the x (forward–backward), y (left–right) and z (upward) acceleration, measured at two locations

on board of a frigate. These accelerations, measured at a sample rate of 10Hz during 30min, were applied to two lifting tasks and one

pulling task, in order to calculate the potential effect on low back loading

RMS X

(m/s2)

RMS Y

(m/s2)

RMS Z

(m/s2)

X median

freq (Hz)

Y median

freq (Hz)

Z median

freq (Hz)

Front deck sea-state 2, 90� 0.006 0.118 0.070 0.303 0.307 0.291

Front deck sea-state 2, 150� 0.004 0.022 0.040 0.184 0.227 0.202

Front deck sea-state 4, 90� 0.028 0.584 0.294 0.223 0.197 0.225

Front deck sea-state 4, 150� 0.098 0.234 0.483 0.143 0.168 0.165

Mid ship sea-state 2, 90� 0.009 0.055 0.062 0.295 0.297 0.281

Mid ship sea-state 2, 150� 0.006 0.008 0.015 0.188 0.248 0.211

Mid ship sea-state 4, 90� 0.039 0.530 0.268 0.221 0.150 0.222

Mid ship sea-state 4, 150� 0.127 0.094 0.173 0.147 0.152 0.161
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pulling than during lifting. (Table 3 and Fig. 1).
Furthermore, the predicted need to adapt the
movement pattern was highly dependent on
the sailing direction and moderately dependent

on the location on the ship. When sailing at an
angle of 90�, a need to adapt the movement
pattern was predicted for a high percentage of
trials (Fig. 1) and this was related to the large

Table 3

ANOVA results for the predicted 99th percentile lateral flexing (Mlat.fl), extending (Mext), twisting (Mtwist) and total (Mtot) moment

as well as for the predicted percentage trails with the need to adapt the movement to prevent falling (% adapt)

Independent variables (DF) Mlat.fl

p

Mext

p

Mtwist

p

Mtot

p

% adapt

p

Location (1200) o0.001 o0.001 o0.001 o0.001 o0.001
Subject (5200) o0.001 o0.001 o0.001 o0.001 o0.001
Rotation (3200) o0.001 o0.001 o0.001 o0.001 0.055

Sail direction (1200) o0.001 o0.001 o0.001 o0.001 o0.001
Task (2200) o0.001 o0.001 o0.001 o0.001 o0.001
Location� subject (5200) 0.900 0.006 0.405 0.004 0.914

Location� rotation (3200) 0.332 0.006 o0.001 0.003 0.929

Location� sail direction (1200) o0.001 o0.001 o0.001 o0.001 0.988

Location� task (2200) 0.072 o0.001 0.001 o0.001 0.024

Subject� rotation (15,200) 0.043 0.284 0.003 0.441 0.004

Subject� sail direction (5200) 0.004 0.585 o0.001 0.197 0.001

Subject� task (10,200) o0.001 o0.001 o0.001 o0.001 o0.001
Rotation� sail direction (3200) o0.001 o0.001 o0.001 o0.001 0.010

Rotation� task (6200) o0.001 o0.001 o0.001 o0.001 o0.001
Sail direction� task (2200) 0.057 o0.001 o0.001 o0.001 o0.001
Location� rotation� sail direction (3200) 0.684 0.828 0.003 0.612 0.944

Location� rotation� task (6200) 0.559 0.003 o0.001 o0.001 0.242

Location� sail Direction� task (2200) 0.053 o0.001 0.331 o0.001 0.049

Rotation� sail direction� task (6200) o0.001 o0.001 o0.001 o0.001 o0.001
Location� rotation� sail direction� task (6200) 0.955 0.995 0.558 0.895 0.793
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Fig. 1. Effect of ship accelerations at sea-state 4 on the predicted percentage of trials where adaptation of the movement pattern would

be needed to prevent falling, during an asymmetrical lifting task (left), a symmetrical lifting task (middle) and a pulling task (right). On

the horizontal axis, two locations on the ship (front deck and mid ship) and two sailing directions (90� and 150� with respect to the

waves) are indicated. On the vertical axis, the percentage of trials (averaged over subjects) is indicated for which adaptation of the

movement pattern to prevent falling would be needed during 30min sailing. The symbols indicate different subject orientations with

respect to the ship.
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sideward (Y) acceleration at this sailing angle
(Table 1). In the worst case, when performing the
pulling task at the front deck, a need to adapt the
movement pattern was predicted in about 75% of
the trials when the feet would be pointing forward
or backward. During lifting, the most frequent
need to adapt the movement pattern was also
predicted when working at the front deck and
sailing at an angle of 90�, but now with the feet
pointing either left or right (43% for asymmetrical
lifting and 53% for symmetrical lifting). In both
lifting tasks and both locations, the predicted
percentage of trials with the need to adapt the
movement pattern was over twice as large when the
feet pointed sideward compared to when the feet
pointed forward or backward. Conversely, during
pulling, the predicted percentage of trials with need
to adapt the movement pattern was over 50%
larger when the feet pointed forward or backward
compared to when the feet pointed sideward.
Likewise, the task also interacted with location
on the ship and with sailing direction (Table 3).
These interactions are related to the effect of sailing
direction, location on the ship (Table 1) and subject
orientation on the ratio between forward–back-
ward and lateral acceleration relative to the subject,
in combination with the wider (but shorter) base of
support during lifting and the longer (but nar-
rower) base of support during pulling (where
subjects placed their feet in straddle position).

3.3. Predicted effect of ship acceleration on low

back loading in case of unfavorable timing during

sea-state 4

After removal of all trials with predicted need to
adapt the movement pattern, the predicted effect
of ‘bad timing’ from the perspective of low back
loading, was estimated by calculating the 99th
percentile of predicted peak moments at the L5/S1
joint for each series of 9000 time windows. This
was done separately for each plane of motion.
Subsequent ANOVAs on those 99th percentile
values showed a main effect of all independent
variables (i.e., subject, location on the ship,
orientation of the subject, task and sailing direc-
tion) on the moments in all three planes of motion
as well as on the total moment (Table 3). In

addition, there were many significant interactions
between the independent variables (Table 3).
With respect to the extending and total moment

during the lifting tasks, the 99th percentile peak
moments only exceeded the peak moments without
ship acceleration by more than 10% when the
subjects would be standing at the front deck and
the ship would be sailing at an angle of 150� with
respect to the waves (Fig. 2). In the worst case,
lifting asymmetrically with the feet pointing to the
left, the 99th percentile peak extending moment
would be 33.975.7Nm (13.472.3%) higher than
the peak extending moment without ship accelera-
tion. For the extending and total moment, the
effect of subject orientation was quite small.
However, the twisting moment was highly affected
by subject orientation (Fig. 2). Especially when
sailing at 90�, lifting with the feet pointing forward
or backward caused a large increase of the 99th
percentile peak twisting moment (up to
28.475.5Nm or 66.7712.9% when lifting asym-
metrically at the front deck). This shows the ‘cost’
of preventing balance problems by standing with
the feet forward or backward when there are large
sideward accelerations.
Compared to the twisting moment, the lateral

flexion moment was relatively unaffected by ship
accelerations in all three tasks. The maximum
change of the 99th percentile peak lateral flexing
moment was 9.674.2Nm (when lifting symme-
trically at the front deck with the feet pointing to
the right and the ship sailing at an angle of 90�

with respect to the waves).
For the pulling task, relative changes in extend-

ing moment were up to 14.076.7%. However, as
can be seen in Fig. 2, the peak extending moment
without ship acceleration as well as the absolute
magnitude of the effect of bad timing was much
smaller in the pulling task as compared to the
lifting tasks.

3.4. Predicted back load reduction in case of

favorable timing during sea-state 4

Potentially, good timing might result in a
decrease of low back loading during lifting or
pulling on a ship. First, for each series of 9000 time
windows, the number of time windows was
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counted that satisfied the condition that adapta-
tion of the movement pattern to prevent falling
would not be needed and the peak total moment at
the L5/S1 joint would not be increased in

comparison to peak total moment under station-
ary conditions. Averaged over locations and
subject orientations, it turned out that for asym-
metrical lifting, 34.273.8% of the trials would
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Fig. 2. Effect of ship accelerations at sea-state 4 on the predicted 1st and 99th percentile moment at the L5/S1 joint during an

asymmetrical lifting task (left), a symmetrical lifting task (middle) and a pulling task (right). On the horizontal axis, two locations on

the ship (front deck and mid ship) and two sailing directions (90� and 150� with respect to the waves) are indicated. On the vertical

axis, the lateral flexing moment (Mlat, 1st row), extending moment (Mext, 2nd row) twisting moment (Mtwist, 3rd row) and total

moment (Mtot, 4th row) are indicated. The symbols indicate different subject orientations with respect to the ship. In each graph, the

horizontal solid line indicates the net moment (averaged over subjects) that was measured during the task performed without ship

accelerations.
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result in reduced low back loading and no need to
adapt the movement pattern when sailing at an
angle of 90� with respect to the waves and
48.771.2% would result in reduced low back
loading when sailing at 150�. For symmetrical
lifting, those numbers were 31.476.2% and
48.271.3%, respectively. For the pulling task,
only 8.374.7% and 29.178.4% would result in
reduced low back loading and no need to adapt
the movement pattern when sailing at an angle of
90� and at an angle of 150�, respectively. Fig. 3
shows that, for all tasks, particularly the pulling
task, the percentage of remaining trials quickly
dropped to zero when the total net moment were

constrained to be reduced with a substantial
percentage, e.g. 10%. This held for all subjects,
both locations on the ship, all orientations and
both sailing directions (Fig. 3).

4. Discussion

In the current simulation study, low back load
and the percentage of trials where movement
adaptations would be needed to prevent falling
was predicted during two lifting tasks and one
pulling task on a large ship. When the sea was
quiet (sea-state 2) only a small increase in low back
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Fig. 3. The predicted percentage of trials (vertical axis) that would remain during asymmetrical lifting (left), symmetrical lifting

(middle) and a pulling task (right), under the assumption that subjects would time their task in such a way that the total moment at the

L5/S1 joint would be decreased with a certain percentage (horizontal axis). Each line indicates one subject, in one orientation and
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loading was found when the worst cases (99th
percentile moments) were analyzed. The need to
adapt the movement pattern to prevent falling was
predicted in only a small number of trials. During
sea-state 4, the 99th percentile moments were still
only moderately affected (up to 14%) when
looking at the extending moment or at the total
moment. However, relative to its normal value
without ship accelerations, the twisting moment
was affected much stronger, up to 66.7% during
asymmetrical lifting at the front deck, with the feet
pointing forward or backward, and sailing at an
angle of 90� with respect to the waves. The
resulting twisting moment for that condition (on
average 73.6Nm) was about 75% of the max-
imum isometric twisting moment that males can
produce and over 100% of the maximum isometric
twisting moment that females can produce in
upright stance (Parnianpour et al., 1988; McGill
and Hoodless, 1990). A further increase of the
twisting moment might be expected for 60� or 90�

asymmetrical lifts (Kingma et al., 1998; Marras
and Davis, 1998). Although asymmetrical moment
components do not necessarily lead to increased
lumbar compressive forces in upright standing
posture (van Die.en and Kingma, 1999), asymme-
trical low back loading combined with asymme-
trical trunk bending movements does lead to
increased spinal compression during lifting
(Marras and Davis, 1998). For twisting moments,
moment arms of the muscles are relatively small.
Furthermore, epidemiological research suggests
that twisting movements are a separate risk factor
for the occurrence of low back pain (Hoogendoorn
et al., 2000) and acute lumbar disc prolapse
(Kelsey et al., 1984). The current simulation results
suggest that this risk may be further increased
when working on a ship. Furthermore, the current
study may well underestimate low back loading
during lifting on a ship. Firstly, angular accelera-
tions were not taken into account. However, those
are likely small on a large ship. We did take the
major effect of angular motion (i.e. the change of
the orientation of the gravity vector relative to the
ship surface) into account. Secondly, we used
accelerations on a large ship, which are generally
smaller as compared to accelerations on a smaller
ship. On a smaller ship, low back loading might

thus be further increased. However, the current
method would not be suitable to predict this effect,
since larger accelerations would cause balance
problems in a majority of the trials, when the body
posture and movement relative to the ship surface
would not be adapted. Subjects would therefore
have to adapt their posture and this would violate
the assumptions in the current study. It is known
that posture adaptations on a ship mainly occur in
the ankle and knee joint (T .orner et al., 1994).
T .orner et al. (1994) performed a sagittal plane
analysis of fishermen during actual working
conditions on a trawler with a length of 24m.
During upright stance while holding a 21 kg load,
they found a 40% increase of lumbar moments, in
comparison to the same task without ship accel-
eration. During lifting, they found peak lumbar
moments up to 310Nm. This is lower than the
99th percentile peak moments that we predicted,
despite the use of a 21 kg load in comparison to
our 15 kg load. This may be related to the starting
position of the load relative to the body, or to the
avoidance of lifting during ‘worst case’ accelera-
tions.
Our analysis of favorable timing showed that it

is almost impossible to time lifting and pulling
movements in such a way that a substantial
(>10%) reduction of the total low back moment
is obtained. On the other hand, one might wonder
whether the worst case scenario, adopted in the
current study by taking the 99th percentile
moments, is a realistic prediction of the actual
peak work load. Theoretically, one could avoid
peak loading, such as reflected by the 99th
percentile values, by appropriate timing. There-
fore, the 99th percentile may be an overestimation
of actual peak loading. However, guidelines
concerning lifting are, at least for low lifting
frequencies, based on peak compressive spinal
loads (Waters et al., 1993; van Die.en and
Toussaint, 1997), which implies that, when many
peaks occur, one should especially consider the
peak of the peaks. Furthermore, compressive
forces may be increased during manual materials
handling on a ship due to the need for stabilizing
co-contractions. The increased oxygen consump-
tion of subjects standing on a ship during a static
weight holding task (T .orner et al., 1988), and the
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reduced capacity to take up oxygen (Wertheim
et al., 2002) indeed hint in the direction of an
increased overall muscular tension during work on
a ship.
From the perspective of designing tasks on a

ship, the current results suggest that lifting as well
as pulling tasks can better be placed at the midship
than at the front deck location. The need to adapt
the movement pattern was, for all cases studied,
less frequently predicted at the midship location.
This does not imply that the risk of falling is lower
at that location, but that less frequently adaptation
of the lifting movement to prevent falling is
required at that location. The worst cases of back
loading in terms of total moments, lifting at the
front deck when sailing at 150�, can be avoided
when the task is performed at the midship
location.
Another variable that can be influenced by

design is the orientation of the subject during task
execution. Back load considerations would suggest
that the best orientation of the feet is pointing
sideward because a substantial increase in twisting
moment is predicted when the feet would be
pointing forward or backward. However, balance
considerations show that adaptation of the lifting
movement to prevent falling is more often needed
when the feet are pointing sideward compared to
the feet pointing forward or backward. It is
unclear how this would affect back loading.
Quantification of the 3-D back load in experi-

enced sailors, during actual working conditions on
a ship, is needed to find out whether the advantage
of the feet pointing sideward in terms of low back
loading outweighs a possible disadvantage due to
compensatory movements to preserve balance.
This points at another limitation of the current
study: the risk of falling can only be investigated
by actually measuring manual material handling
tasks on a ship or in a simulator that can produce
realistic acceleration patterns. The current simula-
tions also do not allow inferences regarding the
effect of movement pattern adaptations (to pre-
vent falling) on low back loading. The current
predictions of the influence of ship accelerations
on low back loading are likely to be valid for
relatively low levels of ship acceleration, where
adaptations of the movement pattern are likely to

be small, but this still needs verification under
actual working conditions on a ship.
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